Selection of director for women's studies seen tied to administration's funding plan

By KEITH GLASER
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A UC off-campus housing office spokesmen said many rents in the Silica area range from $90 to $135 for one bedroom and from $155 to $200 for two.

Although Cillman may be higher than other Cincinnati areas, it has the advantage of being within walking or biking distance to campus and stores.

"There seems to be no shortage of local housing and there is usually no problem in students finding what they need," said the UC campus housing office.

"However, there is always a need to begin looking well before the academic year opens and have as many as possible to choice from." Many students from Cincinnati look in town. The economic advantage of this alternative is clear. Sometimes difficulties in renting an apartment or in commuting, as these asking from family differences, must be considered before one decides to consider other housing alternative.

Student housing

By KATHY MARTIN

"The prime target for criticism is the government's "incorrigible" energy policies. Armstrong is quoted as saying that the government's "irresponsible" energy policies are causing energy shortages. He believes that the government is responsible for the energy crisis and that it is necessary to take action to solve the problem. He also emphasizes the importance of developing alternative energy sources, such as nuclear power plants.

"The all the space travelers live on the nuclear power plants, Armstrong said. "We have to use these new energy sources to meet the growing demand for energy."

"The energy crisis is not going to run out of full fuel fast," Armstrong said. "We just have to be responsible and harness the energy of the earth's core, or the sun, or wind.

"Perhaps one of you," he told his audience, "would make a fortune by bottling nervous energy."
**News Record briefs**

Veterans Club meeting at 8 p.m. tonight, Hi Rise Inn.

Room 203. Laurence Hall is now a "temporary locker room for women until the permanent facility is completed in March."

All entries for women's volleyball for the winter quarter must be submitted to 208 Laurence Hall by Dec. 20.

Richard A. Vanderhout, recently-appointed director of the Metropolitan Water District of Greater Cincinnati, will be featured speaker at a graduation ceremony on the campus Nov. 30.

Vanderhout's topic will be "Barriers to the Enforcement of Water Pollution Laws at the Local and National Levels." He will speak at 12:30 p.m. in Room 60, Rhoads Hall. The series is sponsored by the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and the National Environmental Research Center.

Clermont College and Technical College is expanding its evening offerings in rural education with winter and spring quarters. These weekly classes will meet 6:30-8:30 p.m. Two basic courses to be added water quarter (Jan. 3-March 18) are: 'Real Estate Principles and Practices I' taught by Robert H. Kelly, vice president of Clay Realtors, and 'Real Estate Law' led by L. David Burgess. Clermont County attorneys and lawyers, including Jerry C. Fletcher, assistant vice president in the real estate loan department, First National Bank of Cincinnati, will teach Real Estate Finance (Wed.).

In-person registration for winter quarter classes at Clermont College will be held Nov. 28-Dec. 21, Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.—extended to 6 p.m. Dec. 10.

The College of Design, Architecture, and Art (DOAA) will be featured on this month's "UC with Warren Bennis" program at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at UC's WXTV Channel 5.

Segments will include recent activities of the fashion design, interior design and minor design departments, a report on construction progress at the new Ewing's Wall Center for Environmental Design, and a discussion of Menil by U.C. Department of Architecture's led by the Lincoln Heights Center.

DOAA's guests will include DAA Acting Dean James Alexander, faculty members Betty Rich, Don Stevens and Donna Mancini; and Jay Jordan, director, Lincoln Heights Neighborhood Service, Inc.
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**ATTENTION ADVERTISERS**

DEADLINE FOR NOV. 27TH TUESDAYS PAPER WILL BE NOV. 21ST AT 1:00PM.

THE N.R. MANAGEMENT

---

**AP news roundup**

COLUMBUS (AP) — The gasoline shortage may lead to fewer deaths on Ohio highways this Thanksgiving, State Highway Director Pete Goyal said.

"It may be a saved car that is in good operating condition," he said. "It may be a saved tire that is in good condition." Goyal said the factor could not be determined.

O'Grady has predicted that 37 percent of the state's highways were in good condition. And low cost 26 in 1983 and 1984.

PENDENTO, Ore. (AP) — Blue Mountain Community College has been awarded the recognition certificate of excellence.

The school's faculty has been working on the recognition program for two years. They are ready to work on the 21st Century.

FROM THE COLUMBUS Dispatch

CINCINNATI CONVENTION CENTRE, Ohio, Nov. 23, 2000.

**Who is Sun Myung Moon?**

"He is a prophet who will bridge the gap between the East and the West, the past and the future."

The Spirit of Truth can speak through him for the people of the East, but for the whole world in a language and style which is more relevant today than when it was first acclaimed.

---

**OCTOBER 2000**

**COMING SOON**

**STARS**

**THE**

**GIANT**

---

"Out of the giant land of Texas... Out of raging love and brutal bigotry... comes a movie that is more relevant today than when it was first acclaimed."

---

"In the role of a prophet without the usual trappings of leadership, seems to have a remarkable impact on the world."
News Record

Direct Line

By MARK FINGERMAN

This is the second part of our in-

terview with President Ford. Q.

Do you have any doubts about the

reality of students actually doing

work that would be workable — and a

way out — of the present rationing

program? A. A solution would be workable — and a way out — of the present

rationing program could be set up in a

couple of months, however, because

some people tend to think.

President Ford mentioned there was a lot of complaining and people begging for

better classifications.

Today, he says, there would be

probably even more complaining with people much more dependent on

us, and need to, driving their cars.

Even the purchase of bicycles was

rationed during the war, McGinnis

recalled.
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The United Appeal funds drive

during the Halloween season was set

up by students, and raised a great success by students. At first there was some doubt if the student body would join and his peo-

ple could carry off such a project, but

they have now been completely ac-

cepted.

Q. What is the President’s view of the

complaints about the number of out-of-state students in the medical school?

Cleveland (AP)—The

presidents of Ohio’s 12 state uni-

versities have notified Chancellor James

Vartanian of their opposition to a policy of

consulting with private schools about new graduate programs.

The presidents’ resolution was

presented to the Board of Regents’

monthly meeting in Cleveland Fri-

day.

Since taking office five months

ago, Vartanian has been consulting with private colleges in the state on new

programs planned at the public

schools.

Ohio State University President

Harold E. Harwood told the regents the policy was “tantamount to letting the

pinion guard the henhouse.”

He said the public schools fear that a private university could adopt the proposed degree program itself and the public program then would be scrapped because of duplication.

Vartanian told the regents he was

worried by the contrary argument, and that he felt the consultations were necessary to insure that public
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State subsidy revision

President Bennis is currently involved in negotiations with the Ohio Board of Regents to change the state's financial support to higher education. This change will alter the amount of money allocated to all Ohio state universities. The Board's decision will likely reduce the insufficiency of funds available to higher education institutions.

President Bennis has also offered an option to the Ohio Board of Regents to consider the possibility of reducing the amount of money allocated to higher education institutions. This option was not well received by the Board, and the talks continued.

Tuition already excessive

The Committee for Economic Development (CED) recently released a report stating that tuition at public universities is already at an excess. The CED report stated that if tuition continues to increase, it will eventually become unaffordable. The report also suggested that the state should consider reducing the amount of money allocated to higher education institutions.

The American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) opposes the report's suggestion. It argues that the current level of tuition is already at an excessive level.

Irrational move

The statement suggests that the state's action is an irrational move. The statement argues that the state's action is unnecessary and is likely to lead to a reduction in the amount of support for higher education institutions.

Letters to the Editor

The letters to the Editor section includes various topics such as union organization, football programs, and the importance of community involvement.

Union organization beneficial

By JON L. LANE JR.

The American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) Local 177, which is the existing bargaining unit on the University of Cincinnati campus, has closed five years worth of contracts. The contracts included legal services, technical, and professional employees.

For the first time, inadmissible changes will be allowed that will allow employees the opportunity to enjoy the benefits of the organizations' negotiated contracts. A grievance procedure to remedy management's alleged abuses and additional job security is necessary.

One significant change involves the absence of the personal business manager's report for grievances and hearings.

The personal business manager's report is not only not free to the employee, but it is a source of stress and anxiety, as it is a long-term job.

As a result, this change is likely to be detrimental to the employees' rights and job security.

Football program doomed despite boasting

By BILL MAGEE

The past few weeks have shown the football team to be capable of surprising the critics. The team has been performing well, and this has caused a lot of excitement among the fans.

Although the coach has made some changes, he has also stated that he is not the one to blame for the team's performance. The coach argues that the team's success is due to the players' hard work and dedication.

The coach also states that the team's success is due to the players' hard work and dedication.

The coach also states that the team's success is due to the players' hard work and dedication.
**Ballet season opens at Corbett next week**

**By BARBARA L. FINKE**

The Cincinnati Ballet Company (CBC) will open its 1973-74 season next week with four performances at the Cincinnati Music Hall. The program features "Pas de Quatre," a work created by Michel Fokine; "Convivio," created by George Balanchine; and "Deodato," created by Fred Vieira.

The program was choreographed in 1941 by Aron Dizon from the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, which was especially created in 1845 for four of the world's greatest ballerinas and presented before Queen Victoria.

Dame Alicia Markova, D.R.E., who has returned to the College-Conservatory of Music, has retagged the work for the CBC, and also directed the execution of costumes and choreography. Harold Palumbo, CCM faculty member and Thursday’s performances, were created collaboratively by Louis Oppenheim, a local artist and president of the Contemporary Art Center (photography). The entire company will dance in this work.

David McClellan, "Convivio," was originally choreographed in 1969 for the CBC, and was presented at a number of professional and semi-professional exhibitions. McClellan, artist director of the CBC, was inspired by the bolero with the architectural concepts of Corbett Auditorium to mold, "such as the design on the ceiling, to be wanted to hang that onto the stage," said Young.

"Convivio" follows the work of French composer Poulsen’s organo suite. It will be danced by the entire CBC company.

**All performances will be at 8 p.m.**

The preview shows on Wednesday and Thursday are for students only, with $2.50 tickets available at the TUC Boxoffice and the Community Ticket Office. Tickets for the regular performance on Friday and Saturday night performances are $6 and available only at the Community Ticket Office.

**Radio position open**

Steve Hacker, general manager of WVB, has resigned his position effective at the end of the quarter. Communications Board is now accepting petitions for his replacement.

Information and the petitions to be presented for the UC sesqui-centennial celebration, the TUC Infor- mation Desk. WVB’s office (229 Shriver Hall) of the new building at 5100 Hamilton Road, is 513-977-5100.
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95 yard kickoff return

Single play caps Miami win

By NANCY HIVELY

It was the Bearcats' longest defensive battle in the 51-year history of the rivalry between Miami and Cincinnati, the
MIAMI News Record Business, reported;

The Redskins were called for eight penalties against Memphis State, 7-3, at 1:31 of the fourth quarter when Manon Ford recovered a fumble by Memphis' Howard Baker, and the Bearcats were called for eight against UC, Telephone contact survey, Call 961-0800
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Cincy's volleyball team last week added three victories and one loss to its 13-3 record, and today it wins the Intercollegiate Sports for Women (IAWS) Tournament at Nippert Stadium, 1:30 in Cincinnati.
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